Limestone formliner texture with black vinyl clad chain link fence

Limestone texture at ABI

Elevation View: Typical Condition, average height 7’

Elevation View (Looking North): Maximum height +/-16’

Limestone formliner texture with black vinyl clad chain link fence

Limestone texture at ABI

Elevation View: Typical Condition, average height 7’

Elevation View (Looking North): Maximum height +/-16’

Concrete Wall Coping

Pilaster with Concrete Reveals

Limestone Formliner Texture

Existing Ground

Finish Grade Beyond

3'-6” Black Vinyl Clad Chain Link Fence

Hudson Rd

Retaining Wall Visual Quality
Wall at ABI

April 8, 2020
Retaining Wall Visual Quality
Wall at Helmo Park-and-Ride

Elevation View (Looking East)

Concrete Roadway Barrier
Sloped Paving
Existing Ground

Helmo-Bielenberg Bridge

Finished Grade Beyond

Limestone Formliner Texture
Concrete with Reveals

Concrete Roadway Barrier

Sloped Paving
Existing Ground

Helmo-Bielenberg Bridge

Concrete Wall Coping

Wall Sconce Lighting
Pilaster with Concrete Reveals

Large Limestone Formliner Texture

Brick
Small Limestone Formliner Texture

Limestone Formliner Texture
Concrete with Reveals

Helmo Station Park-and-Ride

Retaining Wall Visual Quality
Wall at Helmo Park-and-Ride

April 8, 2020
Visual Quality: 4th St. & Helmo Bielenberg Bridges
4th St Bridge: Abutment Elevation

August 28, 2018
Visual Quality: 4th St. & Helmo Bielenberg Bridges

4th St Bridge: Pier Elevation

August 28, 2018
Visual Quality: 4th St. & Helmo Bielenberg Bridges

Helmo Bielenberg Bridge: Plan

August 28, 2018
Visual Quality: 4th St. & Helmo Bielenberg Bridges
Helmo Bielenberg Bridge: Abutment & Pier Elevations

August 28, 2018
Visual Quality: 4th St. & Helmo Bielenberg Bridges
Helmo Bielenberg Bridge: Pier Elevation

August 28, 2018
Retaining Wall Visual Quality
Retaining Wall Design Precedent

Wall at Woodbury Theatre Station (Wall 475)

Wall at Tamarack Hills (Wall 470)

Limestone formliner texture
Limestone texture at Woodbury City Hall
Valley Creek Rd & I-494 bridge:
Ornamental Railing

Sheet pile wall with post and picket railing to match existing small block retaining wall
Retaining Wall Visual Quality
Wall at Woodbury Theatre Station (Wall 475)

May 24, 2021